Wedding in Sicily
Sicily is one of the most beautiful regions in Italy, a very privileged destination and aspired,
since introduces varied location in shore to the sea, to live an unique experience, over that
landscape panoramas of exception and sunsets to be cut the breath to live in the full one of
the tastes and of his/her tradition.
Besides it is earth of history and show it is between the two great islands of Italy and one of
the most famous among the southern regions for his/her etnia and his/her fascinating
steadiness of the traditions. The ceremony of the marriage in the beach, is the romantic
dream of so many couples. What could be a dream, can become reality.
Whether to get married in Sicily
There are thousand of location that would deserve to be select. Sicily further to be one of the
most romantic destinations, it is full of art and architecture since it makes to have the
opportunity of all the wealths that its earth offers. Is it a destination lately where the promised
bridegrooms, prefer to unite in open sea on board of a boat or on the shore, which
atmosphere could you/he/she be more passionate than a "you, want him/it" while the dessert
feels him ripple?
Beaches give every angle of Sicily to the mountains it makes of the bridegrooms of the
perfect naturalistic locations to celebrate the marriages available. Foamy give some sea to
the vastness of the Etna of the perfect perfect natural reserves can be found for crowning
his/her own love it is to share him/it with the proper ones.
Advantageous costs
Sicily is not very expensive, she recommends him besides this for the honeymoon. With the
occasion to assemble intimate friends and his/her parents to the marriage vacation and more
time to pass with them organizing for a whole weekend. Less people are less costs, with the
advantage to have less stress and more reservation. The costs are for the most discreet and
they open the doors to the rashest bridegrooms that are welcomed by the whole world
continually catching them with its beauties and its archipelagos. All the guests will remain
estasiati from the earth Sicula and you/they can easily reach her/it with special boats.
Besides they can visit not only the monuments and the coasts driven sicule from the
bridegrooms but also from experienced guides.
Menù and reception in Sicily
Sicily is famous for his/her rich kitchen, from the simple dishes to the traditional dishes of big
quantities. After the sacrament they will continue the celebrations in the restaurant that will
be situated surrounding where conjugal life is begun.

The menù will be everything based on the fresh fish and not only, from the dishes of course
as of the raviolis of ricotta prepared in the house to the traditional dishes seen again in
modern way by the starry chefs. And' complex not to be spellbound from the quantity and
quality of the Sicilian cuisine. All' equal measure, the Sicilian wine, that can be certain times
more economic than the water. Before passing to the real lunch, there will be an appetizer
where the bridegrooms will toast him.
The Sicilians damage more hospitalities with open braccia being people

